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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Gravel, Alexandre
Monday, October 19, 2020 3:52 PM
Roy, Cecely (SPAC/PSPC)
RE: Any eagles hanging out at your nest yet?

ammEma. :!.1 11111C1=11111•11111111111114,111111711IP III ill

Hi!

I'm working on the PM's remarks for tomorrow.

So just to make sure I understand. It is 20M + PPE items that have been distributed to the PTs in the last riwiR11:: 1.11:
until now?

Thanks

Alexandre

From: Roy, Cecely (SPAC/PSPC) <cecely.roy@canada.ca>
Sent: October 19, 2020 3:20 PM
To: Kim, Sabrina <Sabrina.Kim@pmo-cpm.gc.ca>
Cc: Newman, Leo (HC/SC) <leo.newmanPcanada.ca>; fitz-morris, James (SPAC/PSPC) <james.fitz-morris(iPcanacle.r.
Lemkay, KLVill <Kevinlemkay@pmo-cpnn.gc.ca>; 1V1acKnight, Aisling (HC/SC) <aisling.macknight@canada.ca>;
Lockington, Elliott (SPAC/PSPC) <elliOtt.lockington@canada.ca>; Kusnick, Chelsea (SPACOSPC)
<chelsea.kusnick@canada.ca>; Gravel, Alexandre <Alexandre.Gravel@pmo-cpm.gc.ca>; Hage-Moussa, Vanessa
<Vanessa.Hage-Moussa@pmo-cpnn.gc.ca>
Subjea: RE: Any eagles hanging out at your nest yet?

This is what I tallied up from the PHAC numbers provided in PCO's daily reports, but definitely worth verifyir s. .

Deliveries received by the NESS to date for October:
N95 -1.4M
Face shic:',!ds - 515K
Surgical Masks - 9.3M
Nitrile Gloves - 12.1M
Testing swabs - 937.6K
Gowns - 3,3M
Tote Approx. 27.5M

Distribution to PTs by PHAC to date for October:
Surgical masks - 203,100
Face Shields - 3.7M
Gowns •- 44:172
Nitrile Gloves - 13M
Testing Swabs - 1.4M
N95 masks - 1.75M
Total: Approx. 20M

i:rom: Kim, S=.1brina [mailto:Sabrina.Kim@pmo-cpm.gc.ca]
Sent: October 19, 2020 2:41 PM
To: Roy, Cecely (SPAC/PSPC) <cecely.rov@canada.ca>
Cc: Newman, Leo (HC/SC) <leo.newman@canada.ca>; fitz-morris, James (SPAC/PSPC) <iin-les.fitz-morrisOkanacla.cd
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Lernkay, Kevin <Kevin.Lennkay@pmo-cpnn.gc.ca>; MacKnight, Aisling (HC/SC) <_ghkgi &Lackniffit(dIcanada.ca.:,;
Lockington, Elliott (SPAC/PSPC) <elliott.lockingtonPcanada.ca>; Kusnick, Chelsea (SPACy'PSPC)
<chelsea.kusnick@canada.ca>; Gravel, Alexandre <Alexandre.Gravel@pmo-cpm.gc.ca>; Hage-Moussa, Varirs.sia
<Vanessa.Hage-Moussappmo-cpm.gc.ca>
Subject: RE: Any eagles hanging out at your nest yet?

Okay merci. HC —do you have anything to add?

From: Roy, Cecely (SPAC/PSPC) <cecely.roy@canada.ca>
Sent: Monday, October 19, 2020 2:19 PM
To: Kim, Sabrina <Sabrina.Kinn@pmo-cpm.gc.ca>
Cc: Nem-hail, Leo (HC/SC) <leo.newman@canada.ca>; fitz-morris, James (SPAC/PSPC) <iames.fitz-rnorrhegi . .
Lernkay, Kevin <Kevinlemkay@pmo-conn.gc.ca>; fv1acKnight, Aisling (HC/SC) <g_i§Jjpg.macknight@canada.ca;s;
Lockington, Elliott (SPAC/PSPC) <elliott.lockington@canada.ca>; Kusnick, Chelsea (SPAC/PSPC)
<chelse a.lcusnick@canada.ca>; Gravel, Alexandre <Alexandre.Gravel@pmo-cpm.gc.ca>; Hage-Moussa,
<VanessaJlave-Moussa@pmo-cpm.gc.ca>
Subject: RE: Any eagles hanging out at your nest yet?

My recommendation would be to go with whatever Health has on the PPE and medical supply deliveries received 1:c
NES5 in October thus far as the numbers coming from our department are inconsistent and still being work(i!i:11hroi.! .:1 1,
and add to that the quantities distributed to the provinces over that same period. The last update the PM gave ();IPI' ':
included the deliveries received to the NESS over the month of September so this could be relatively consii::.N11
format..

From: Kim, Sabrina [mailto:Sabrina.Kim@pmo-cpm.gc.ca]
Sent: October 19, 2020 1:45 PM
To: Roy, Cecely (SPAC/PSPC) <cecely.roy@canada.ca>
Cc: Newman, Leo (HC/SC) <leo.newman@canada.ca>; Gerasimov, Boyan (SPAC/PSPC) (1:ioyan.gerasirnov@canada.ca
fitz-morris, James (SPAC/PSPC) <james.fitz-morris@canada.ca>; Lemkay, Kevin <Kevin.Lemkay@pmo-c.pr2.2s.:.ca>,
MacKnight, Aisling (HC/SC) <aisling.macknight@canada.ca>; Lockington, Elliott (SPAC/PSPC)
•felliott.lockington@canada.ca>; Kusnick, Chelsea (SPAC/PSPC) <chelsea.kusnick@canada.ca>; Gravel, Alexanclie
<Alexandre.Gravel@pmo-cpm.gc.ca>; Hage-Moussa, Vanessa <Vanessa.Hage-Moussi@prno-cpm.gc.ca>
Subject: RE: Any eagles hanging out at your nest yet?

'Thanks. Adding comms given we're in a bit of a time crunch. Keep us posted on Abbott deliveries but in the ilterim
anything else? Le. we've received (x) amount of PPE items since the onset of the pandemic etc.

I have this but that's about it!

Just last week, we sent the following to provinces and territories:
Over 200, 000 face shields (100% domestically produced)
Over 6 million pairs of nitrile gloves
Over 2 million N95s

From: Roy, Cecely (SPAC/PSPC) <cecely.roy@canada.ca>
Sent: Monday, October 19, 2020 11:47 AM
To: Kim, Sabrina <Sabrina.Kim@pmo-cpm.gc.ca>
Cc: Newman, Leo (HC/SC) <leo.newman@canada.ca>; Gerasimov, Boyan (SPAC/PSPC) <bovan.gerasirnov@sanada.ca: ..
fitz-morris, James (SPAC/PSPC) <iames.fitz-morris@canada.ca>; Lemkay, Kevin <Kevin.Lerrikay@pmo-can.gl.:.ca>:
IVlacKnight, Aisling (HC/SC) <aisling.nnacknight@canada.ca>; Lockington, Elliott (SPAC/PSPC)
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<elliott.lockington(a)canada.ca>; Kusnick, Chelsea (SPAC/PSPC) <chelsea.kusnick@canarli.ca>
Subject: RE: Any eagles hanging out at your nest yet?

We are just looking to confirm the number of ID NOW tests received in addition to the analyzers as everythily, eke II . • . .
like it is well outlined below & if we can confirm again that the first delivery of Panbio is still on track to arrive this

From: Roy, Cecely (SPAC/PSPC)
Sent: October 19, 2020 11:35 AM
To: 'Kim, Sabrina' <Sabrina.Kim@bmo-cpm.gc.ca>
Cc: Newman, Leo (HC/SC) <leo.newman@canada.ca>; Gerasimov, Boyan (SPAC/PSPC) <boyan.gerasirnovi2)ciniadi. i',.;
fitz-morris, James (SPAC/PSPC) <iannes.fitz-morris@canada.ca>; Lernkay, Kevin <Kevin.Lernkay@pmo-cp_m.ikr:_ca:>;
MacKnight, Aisling (HC/SC) <aisling.macknight@canada.ca>; Lockington, Elliott (SPAC/PSPC)
<elliott.lockington@canada.ca>; Kusnick, Chelsea (SPAC/PSPC) <chelsea.kusnick@canada.ca>
Subject: RE: Any eagles hanging out at your nest yet?

Following up on my last note — we are working through our dept to get details on deliveries so isn't on track to be
included in DPM OP response.

Will provide what we get here

From: Kim, Sabrina [mailto:Sabrina.Kim@pmo-cpm.gc.ca]
Sent: October 19, 2020 11:32 AM
To: Roy, Cecely (SPAC/PSPC) <cecely.roy@canada.ca>
Cc: Newman, Leo (HC/SC) <leo.newman@canada.ca>; Gerasimov, Boyan (SPAC/PSPC) <boyah.gerasimovOlcimada.cii-,
fitz-rnorris, James (SPAC/PSPC) <iames.fitz-morris@canada.ca>; Lemkay, Kevin <Kevin.Lernkay@pmo-col.;;,,c.ca>,
1111,acKnight, Aisling (HC/SC) <aisling.macknight@canada.ca>; Lockington, Elliott (SPAC/PSPC)
<elliott.lockington@canada.ca>; Kusnick, Chelsea (SPAC/PSPC) <chelsea.kusnick@canada.ca>
Subject: RE: Any eagles hanging out at your nest yet?

Ok thanks! Any other additions for the PM's remarks tmo? Comms is looking for a few potential items .to include,

From: Roy, Cecely (SPAC/PSPC) <cecely.roy@canada.ca>
Sent: Monday, October 19, 2020 11:31 AM
To: Kim, Sabrina <Sabrina.Kim@pmo-cpm.gc.ca>
Cc: Newman, Leo (HC/SC) <leo.newman@canada.ca>; Gerasimov, Boyan (SPAC/PSPC) <b_gyan.gerasimov@cana(13.cil.,
fitz-morris, James (SPAC/PSPC) <james.fitz-morris canada.ca>; Lemkay, Kevin <Kevin.Lemkay@pmo-cpni.gc.ca>„
MacKnight, Aisling (HC/SC) <aisling.macknight@canada.ca>; Lockington, Elliott (SPAC/PSPC)
<elliott.lockington@canada.ca>; Kusnick, Chelsea (SPAC/PSPC) <chelsea.kusnick@ca nada .CJ'>

Subject; Re: Any eagles hanging out at your nest yet?

first shipment of Abbott ID NOW rapid tests has apparently arrived to PHAC - It's my understanding tl
DPMO was looking to have this included in a QP response for the DPM today but may be worth exploring lm \\
this is best announced.

Cetely Roy
he Es Secrdary I Attachee de presse
Office of Minister Anita Anand I Bureau de la ministre Anita Arland
C: 343-549-7293

On Oct 19, 2020, at 11:22 AM, Kim, Sabrina <Sabrina.Kim@pmo-cpm.gc.ca> wrote:
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Got it. Thanks. PSPC / HC - any other updates (new contracts, fun shipments etc.) that we could
include in the PM's remarks tomorrow?

Thanks,
Sabrina

-Original Message 
From: Newman„ Leo (HC/SC) <leo.newman canada.ca>
Sent: Monday, October 19, 2020 10:47 AM
To: Kim, Sabrina <Sabrina.Kim@pmo-cpm.gc.ca>; Gerasimov, Boyan (SPAC/PSPC)
<boyan.gerasimov@canada.ca>; Roy, Cecely (SPAC/PSPC) <cecely.rovcmada.ca>: fitz-
monis, James (SPAC/PSPC) <james.fitz-morris@canada.ca>
Cc: Lemlcay, Kevin <Kevin.Lemkayrd.),pmo-cpm.gc.ca>; MacKnight, Aisling (HC/SC)
<a i sling .mackni ght@canada. ca>
Subject: RE: Any eagles hanging out at your nest yet?

From a call this morning I understood the first shipment arrived at NML, tvhich included 110.
instruments and 100,000 tests. Expect that the entire first shipment will go to Ontario by end. of
week or Monday. Sounds like the next shipment will be leaving the US today.

--Original Message 
From: Kim, Sabrina <Sabrina.Kim@pmo-cpm.gc.ca>
Sent: 2020-10-19 10:30 AM
To: Gerasimov, Boyan (SPAC/PSPC)•<boyan.gerasimov@canada.ca>: Roy, Cecely
(SPAC/PSPC) <cecelv.roy@canada.ca>;.fitz-morris, James (SPAC/PSPC) <iames.fitz-
morris@canada.ca>
Cc: Lemkay, Kevin <Kevin.Lemkay ; Newman, Leo (11C/SC)
<I i),newman@canada.ca>
Subject: FW: Any eagles hanging out at your nest yet?

Hi team - we're hearing some of the Abbott ID Now tests have started to arrive at what seems to
be the NRC (see below.) Would be great if the PM could mention in his remarks tmo. Do yon
guys have any additional info from your officials?

Also, any line of sight into whether Abbott is still tracking for PanBio deli-veres to P7Fs this
and/or any other fun delivery updates the PM could provide in his remarks tn-io?

Thanks so much. :)

Also, welcome back Cecely!!!

Sabrina

On Oct 18, 2020, at 9:58 PM, Theis, Rick <Rick.Theis@pmo-cpm.g,e.ca> wrote:

Thx Lisa.

On Oct 18, 2020, at 9:57 PM, Setlakwe, Lisa
<Lisa.Setlakwe@pco-bcp.gc.ca> wrote:
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Latest latest on test deliveries below...

On Oct 18, 2020, at 5:57 PM, Guercio, Steven (PHAC/ASPC)
<steven.guercio@canada.ca> wrote:

Truck 1: Arrived around 8am this morning. Is unloaded and has
been transferred over to NRC. Paul and Adrienne have checked
things out and everything seems to be in order. Looks like all 110
instruments plus most of their components were on this truck.

Truck 2: Arrived and being unloaded now. Plan is to transfer
components over to NRC today as well if there is time.

Truck 3: anticipated arrival 3:30 or 4pm. Will be unloaded and
logged today as well. Depending on the time this load may be
delivered to NRC tomorrow morning.

Will send another update later tonight once I have more info.

Steve

Steven Guercio

Executive Director

National Microbiology Laboratory

at the Canadian Science Centre for Human and Animal Health
Public

Health Agency of Canada I Government of Canada

steven.guercio@canada.ca I Tel: 204-784-7545 I M : 204.-228-248


